MONETARY ASPECT OF LINKAGE TO IMPROVE SOCIAL LIFE IN JAVANESE COMMUNITY
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ABSTRACT

Monetary issues take an important part in human existence. Financial problems cover many areas in an individual's life, especially the social-social field. The monetary elements in public activities play an important role in determining the degree of social position of a person or group in their current state. In public activities there are several factors that affect a person's level of social position, namely certain financial elements, educational variables, innate elements, and individual work factors. However, in public activities in Indonesia, in general, the monetary element is the most interesting thing that can be used as a benchmark for one's economic welfare. An individual with a high level of abundance will have different ways of life and tendencies compared to an individual who is below the standard level. This social separation certainly has the impact of progress and setbacks in order to support the social life of the community.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Local life is a framework, so the monetary sphere is only one part or subsystem. In this way, in understanding the parts of local monetary existence, linking financial variables to the different elements of a community's existence is very important. Combining social, cultural, and economic elements as elements that influence the turn of financial events. social variables; some values encourage the circulation of money, but some values discourage the circulation of money (Svensson et al., 2018). Likewise with kinship, for this situation, especially family and ethnic gatherings, the family sometimes supports economic growth, but sometimes also reverses. Both finance and the social sciences are disciplines with logical habits laid down. The emergence of the monetary aspect as a logical discipline must be seen as a result of how individuals or networks fulfill their requirements for administration and attractive products starting from the processes of manufacture, use, and trade. Financial humanism concentrates on a wide variety of exercises that are complex and include the creation, circulation, trade, and use of labor and scarce products in the public arena. Thus, the focal point of the examination of financial humanism is on monetary movements, and the relationship between humanistic factors seen in non-financial settings, the main thing to consider is the part of the correspondence (Sadiq et al., 2022).
Correspondence is an important corner of business practice and the business world. Without correspondence, it is inconceivable to expect to persuade people, gatherings, or the general public to understand, understand, and need the organization in its items. Strong correspondence is a major factor in making a profitable business practice. From the above understanding, it tends to be interpreted that the meaning of correspondence itself is the transmission of shared understanding between members of the correspondence (communicators and communicants) through words and pictures that have meaning. An important component of the correspondence consists of a communicator, Encoding (combining messages like images, usually language images). The message, media, decoding (translation of messages), communicant, interruption, impact, and criticism. As a correspondence master, he also describes the components in the correspondence interaction consisting of the source, communicator, message, correspondence, media, and impact. Correspondence can be separated into two classifications, namely Communication as a science and Communication as a Tool. The main classification lies in correspondence as a field of logical review that gives rise to various hypotheses, standards, models, and ideas of correspondence science. While the next hypothesis underscores correspondence as an instrument or capacity for grounded practice. Correspondence as science has given birth to disciplines such as newscasting, advertising, executive correspondence, and correspondence media. Correspondence as science also leads research on the social impact of increasing correspondence innovation which also has an impact on the advancement of correspondence research techniques (Coppock & Green, 2015). The challenge for correspondence researchers in the field of innovation is not the equipment or programming but the substance, such as creating programs and exploring the social impact of correspondence innovation on society. This research aims to outline the financial aspects by linking social life, especially the Javanese community.

The Concept of Connection

The idea of connection was proposed by Granovetter (1985) to understand the way financials behave in friendly relationships. The idea of connection is a financial activity that is socially organized and incorporated into the ongoing interpersonal organization of individuals. What is meant by the organization of social relations is the advancement of normal relations or similar social relations between persons or associations. implies organization of social relations standard connections or similar social relations among people or groups.". Actions performed by network individuals are "combined" based on the fact that they are communicated in association with others.

Linkages in Modern Society

As Polanyi et al (1957) pointed out, the financial aspect of the pre-modern social order was set in a friendly, political, and strict environment. This implies that the peculiarities of, for example, exchange, cash, and markets are raised by purposes other than benefits. Monetary life in the pre-modern social order is represented by correspondence and rearrangements. The market system is not allowed to regulate monetary life. Therefore, market interests do not cost creators, but habits or political power. Moreover, in today's culture, "cost-setting markets" are governed by other reasons, in particular the argument that financial activity need not be born in the public arena. In speaking of financial relations in the public eye, Polanyi proposes three monetary cycles, specifically correspondence, reallocation, and trade. Correspondence alludes to the development between
connected even encounters. It happens when complementary relationships between people are often completed.

Rearrangement is the development of assignments that move to the center and then reallocate from the middle. Presence of local political areas concentrated. Javanese society is a general public with a human person who is surrendered to what has been appointed by God and isn't aggressive to get something that can't be acquired. The rule that exists in the Javanese nationality is that the Javanese nation generally cooperating to help others out of luck help by all means and the Javanese public generally cling tightly to the implying that individual people should help and support one another remind each other not to thump each other down. Furthermore, the Javanese ethnic local area generally regards individuals who more seasoned in life standards and stick to the rule that the nature of an individual's self will be decided by what he says, while an individual's spirit/body will be passed judgment on in light of what he wears. Continuously maintaining standards and religion, for example, regarding more established individuals, keep up with great discourse, and act affably (Purniawati & Lutfi, 2017).

Caution, the completed exchange exercise involves cash as a mode of trading, and the market is not regulated by the market through market interest. The interconnectedness that occurs in pre-modern culture and the separation that occurs in modern culture, reallocation is inherent in concentrated local areas of politics. The market economy is not added to the network through the foundations of, for example, the market and the freedom of private property. Economics and Governance Economic correspondence is intrinsic during the time that ancestral guidelines are used as symbolized in adat. Economic realignment is intrinsic to the political apparatus of the unified state and the domains within which it is framed to exercise international control (Sukri, 2018). The market economy is not implanted in government through the legitimate honesty of people and organizations and the business sector opportunities of political domination. The Economy and the Household Economic and family correspondence is intrinsic to the ancestral network. Economic and family realignment is intrinsic to the unified local political realm. The market economy is not added to the family in terms of "work" and "home", "work" and "free time".

B. METHOD
The method used in this research is a qualitative descriptive method using data collection techniques used by tracing the documentation study on the related articles.

C. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Wisdom becomes confusing when it can mean many things, for example, impartiality, reasonableness, consistency, and intentionality. What's more, the normal choices made now and again are not correct for the use of time. Contrasts in understanding health also exist among individual social researchers. Where objectivity is a debatable subject and no clear, direct, and clear definition can generally be recognized by all parties. In writing today's accessible financial hypotheses, a business analyst is considered level-headed concerning the things that go with it. Everyone knows what they need endlessly, and can choose anything, from the best (disliked) to the least attractive (disliked). Also, each individual will want to act reliably and just decide. Choices are
made based on considerations of custom, and dignity, and have clear and direct reasons and contradictions. This shows that the health strategy is a point taken from the point of view of each financial entertainer itself (Bhegawati et al., 2022). Each choice made by this individual should lead to an evaluation of the conclusions in the financial unit. This measurement will encourage calculation and will quite often expand the purpose of each move, where something better is preferred over something less great. In the model of free enterprise creation, fairness implies compliance that can be achieved with standards of effectiveness and actual economic goals. There is no room for individual opinion or customary quality that cannot be evaluated in the financial unit. A level-headed person’s behavior in achieving fulfillment concerning material personal responsibilities will encourage the assembly of valuable social goods to support the individual (Kondalkar, 2020). Individual decisions can be considered levelheaded if these decisions as a whole can be understood in terms of the stable relationship between the preferred decision and the meaning of the presence of the preferred decision. That is if all this is understandable when choosing the preferred option based on the relationship between the preferred decision proposals. The institutional (EIB) stems from the development of financial audits to recall social organizations to a degree of consideration. Some of the common beliefs held by New Institutional Economics scholars are: Mainstream finance aspects should be connected to companies. Foundation analyses that have been neglected so far can be completed straightforwardly based on neo-traditional financial standards. As Granovetter and Swedberg (1992) point out, EIB scholars are a heterogeneous assortment of financial analysts. Among them were Douglas North, Oliver Williamson, Andrew Schotter, and Robert Thomas. Even though they have a wide range of thoughts, a line can be drawn connecting the main topics of thought in their work, particularly skills. Proficiency is achieved through reduced exchange fees. Granovetter further asserts that establishment cannot be understood in terms of neoclassical financial standards, especially proficiency; The existing foundation will be more appropriate when viewed as social development of the real world (Liu et al, 2017). In this way, existing organizations, including financial institutions, are developed by accumulating assets through informal communities; and working with community foundations, governance issues, markets, and innovation are at the top of the priority list.

In the financial way of behaving, the notion of trust has been added. approach founded on the neo-traditional financial aspect approach accepts that trust is a social organization founded in the development of political, social, authentic, and legitimate power, and is seen as an effective answer to certain monetary quirks (Dahrendorf, 2019). The more blended entertainer approach sees trust as an overall deep quality in how financially behaves. Furthermore, all activities of the entertainer must refer to, naturally submit, and obey that profound quality. In that way, maintain the positive side of the belief. The new human finance approach—or what is often called the “connection” approach offers a stronger, to be more specific, the view that trust does not emerge immediately, but emerges from the relationship path of entertainers who have long been involved with aggregate monetary behavior. Trust is not the right thing (it doesn't change), but contrary to the norm, it’s constantly being elaborated on and relationships financial.

Granovetter has stated that the relationship of financial behavior in friendly relations can be interpreted through an interpersonal organization that occurs in monetary life. For sociologists,
inquiry into informal communities is concerned with how people are connected and how the bonds of the association serve both as oil for getting things done and as a paste that gives demand and importance to public activity. Based on the growing writings, Powell and Smith-Doerr (1994) propose two methodologies that can be used to understand informal organizations, namely logical or theoretical methodologies and perspective or contextual investigative approaches. How to deal with informal communities underscores the conceptual investigation of Casual examples in the association. This area has a reasoning structure that is casual as the focal point for the existence of association politics. The network is also concerned about how the climate within the association is constructed. This implies that more consideration is given to the regulatory and social parts of the climate such as situations of belief, privilege, vocation, and sources of authenticity. As an appropriate exploratory tool for undermining power and independence, this area consists of social constructions for example the connections of related social units (people as cooperating and cooperating entertainers) that can represent the way of behaving of those belonging to them. The viewpoint approach sees the interpersonal organization as a plausible plan or as an approach to shifting relationships between individual financial entertainers. Thus it is seen as a paste that brings people together into an integrated framework (Bhegawati, 2017). This approach is more insightful and connects methodologies between disciplines. This approach will generally look for various purposes in financial life such as examination of informal communities in the business sector, employment, business morals, and business meeting associations.

According to Burt (1992), the instructive advantages of social are access, beat setting, and edification. Both methodologies think about the importance of trust for correspondence in informal organizations. Both logical methodologies and point-of-view approaches have limitations. The current situation makes both methodologies unable to see the general construction or structure and content of interpersonal organizations from top to bottom. Conceptually structured approaches often give too little consideration to substance, emphasizing structure (size) rather than the content of informal organizational obligations. In directing the exploration to informal organizations, four areas of examination may be carried out by sociologists, namely, open-door and access-specific casual organizations; formal organization of influence and power; association as a regulatory organization; and interpersonal organization takes place. Access casual organization and potentially open doors. In this field research, the focus is on the use of interpersonal organizations in work, preparation, and dissemination. Informal communities play an important role in the job market. The weak and strong ties of the informal community determine job acquisition.

Research led by Granovetter (2002) shows that the strength of organizational ties makes it easier for a person to know the accessibility of a task. A solid organization is characterized by good friends or family, while weak ties are characterized by colleagues such as schoolmates or normal friends. Informal organizations also play an important role in the movement and business of settlers. These organizations are incorporated in ties of kinship, kinship, and normal initial territory. When organizations are formed, they make consistent migration progress. 6 Most of the business that occurs in transient networks works with the objectives of general assistance obligations, capital deployment, and administrative assistance. Interpersonal organizations work with asset activation. Expansion and connection in areas of great importance. Two important areas of this exploration are monetary aspect of linkage.
casual data trading and asset assembly. Correspondence networks play an important role in the dissemination of action plans, designs, practices, and culture. Three different ways to transmit thoughts and information are through a proficient organization or organizational exchange, through examples of hierarchical relationships in which organizations and people are involved, and through legitimate individual activities. Most organizations and companies, learn replication endlessly and it is an attractive method of increasing expenses. 2). An impactful and powerful formal organization.

Meanwhile, power is characterized here as formal power, casual influence, and control. In understanding the informal community in power, it is very possible to draw closer from three points of view, particularly friendly trade, assets, and social class. The point of view of social trade is that even though people in all directions, to places of influence, the spread of power in places continues as before (Svolik, 2009). Association as an informal community understanding Organizational investigation organizations depend on formal and casual associations. Through authoritative organization and as a feature of a more extensive redesign process. In an upward direction, the merged association smooths out corporate orders. Networks provide organizations with an approach to getting their bets based on market vulnerabilities and barriers. Decentralization of creation does not require the decentralization of power. As the reason for the informal community, the association involved an extraordinary mix of competition, competition, and business power in a complex arrangement. Hierarchical organization in a concerted effort will increase gain. Cooperative exercises appear more free and rich in the organization through correspondence, while trade in data channels makes cooperative unions equal in other types of contests that guarantee new positions, fame, and the production of new personalities. Informal creation organizations, as different organizations, interpersonal creation see the importance of trust. Powell and SmithDoer (1994) propose the organization of co-creation, specifically local, innovative work, business meetings, mainstream collision, and co-creation. type Province.

This type of innovative work is the organization of interpersonal creation in the light of logical participation. This type is driven by progress and seeking out new thoughts. Meanwhile, the premise of belief is organized in a logical, scientific, and mechanical local area. This kind of business group is driven by even and somewhat populist authoritative ties joined by additional progressive vertical associations with the support of power and strategy (Peters, 2018). Key coalitions and co-creation are creating networks that are more formal because they are framed by mutual agreement to help with a rather short time frame. This kind of quality is that the individual consists of a variety of business meetings, has a distinctive premise of standardization, and members of the work-family feel they observe many common principles. In this way observations, in general, will be more formally organized.

D. CONCLUSION

In understanding the parts of an individual's financial life, it is very important to relate monetary variables to the different elements in the existence of a community. These variables combine; social elements, bunch steadfastness, and social depiction. The focal point of the investigation of monetary humanism is on financial measures and the relationships between humanistic factors seen in nonmonetary settings. Socialization about the economy in individual life is
very important. Especially about training and the factors that can affect a person’s public activities. So it is believed that there will be many compositions that will distribute to the general public.
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